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Martin Luther 
 

1) Recall yesterday’s story by either listening to it, reading it, or thinking through what 
you heard.  

 
2) Today we are going to combine drawing and writing to retell what happened in 

yesterday’s story.  
 

Think about how you can draw simple representations of the characters:  
The trick is to have simple techniques that you can repeat easily, as well as simple 
backgrounds that show us where the character is (inside/outside) if needed. 

à Martin Luther – a monk in a brown robe, or a simply dressed boy/young man. 
à Pope Leo – a round man in red and white. 
à A Tetzel – priest or monk in white or brown robes. 

 
Now think about what the key events are in this story: 
We learnt about –  

1. Leo and the kind of pope he was. 
2. Martin’s childhood. 
3. The event that changed the direction of Martin’s life. 
4. Martin’s gift for preaching. 
5. Martin’s trip to Rome which made him feel disillusioned about the Church. 
6. Pope Leo deciding to sell indulgences – and the travelling Tetzels. 
7. Martin writing 95 reasons why indulgenced were against the bible and nailing it to 

the church door. 
8. Leo and Martin arguing – Leo sending a letter to Wittenberg, criticizing Martin. 
9. Martin bringing people together and they burned the pope’s letter on a bonfire (as 

well as other books). This started the 
Reformation.  

 
That’s nine different points. You might have 
others too. 
 

Þ Out of these you are going to create a 
picture story about Martin Luther.  
 

Þ For each point, make a simple 
drawing of a scene and add some 
brief writing underneath as a way of 
retelling the essential part.  

 
Þ You do not have to do all nine points. 

You may want to choose the most 
important three, or four… You can 
decide. 

 
Þ You may find a way to combine some. 

My example covers point 1 and 6.  
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So, this exercise is a bit like creating a graphic novel or a picture book. You are going to 
capture the important events in pictures, with a little bit of writing to help you explain 
what’s happening. (It is actually challenging to use less words!) 
 
Use a page in your Main Lesson book for this, you may want to work landscape and have 
three squares going across your page, with some writing or dialogue underneath. I will leave 
it to you to plan your page, depending on how much you think you can do and how large or 
small you will work.  
 
You can have heading “Martin Luther”, but you might think of something more fitting. 
 
If you take twenty minutes to do one drawing and the matching writing, that’s 3 per hour. 
This would be plenty.  
 
Now you are ready for the next instalment of this story… 
 
Have a great weekend. May there be much light and laughter! 
Love Larissa  
 


